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PREFACE

On behalf of the Organising and Scientific committees, as well as the CIB W-14 Commission on Fire Safety it is our pleasure to welcome you to the International Fire Safety Symposium - IfireSS 2015, which is organised by the CIB’s Commission W14-Fire Safety, ALBRASCI and University of Coimbra. The Symposium aims to contribute to the exchange of ideas and knowledge in the area of Fire Safety and assist in planning future research activities in this area.

CIB W14-Fire Safety is a Working Commission of CIB (International Council for Research and Innovation in Building & Construction) and its main objectives are:

* To create an ongoing research and innovation focus for the development of a comprehensive, coherent, rational and empirical basis for a safe and sustainable built environment, which includes fire science and engineering practices and design methodologies;
* To promote the acceptance of Fire Science and Engineering Practices, Procedures and Design Methodologies worldwide, and to encourage their use in Building and Fire Safety Legislation, Codes, Regulations and Standards;
* To provide technical input, from a Fire Science and Engineering Perspective, to other relevant CIB Working Commissions and Task Groups;
* To facilitate the transfer of state-of-the-art Fire Science and Engineering Technology at international level;
* To encourage capacity building for Fire Science and Engineering worldwide.

The Luso-Brazilian Association for Fire Safety (ALBRASCI) was established recently by Portuguese and Brazilian specialists in the area of Fire Safety to create a platform for the development of Fire Safety in Portugal and Brazil.

The University of Coimbra (UC) is a reference in higher education and research in Portugal, due to the quality of the courses taught and to the advances achieved in pure and applied research in various areas of knowledge. UC is also well-known around the World due to the research and training in Fire Safety with an MSc and PhD in the area.

The Symposium has participants from researchers around the world and covers a wide variety of research areas including: Structural Fire Safety; Mechanical and Thermal Properties of Materials; Fire Chemistry, Physics and Combustion; Fire Reaction; Fire Safety in Vehicles and Tunnels; Fire Risk Assessment; Smoke Control Systems; Firefighting and Evacuation; and Fire Regulations, Standardization and Construction Trends.

João Paulo C Rodrigues
President of the Organizing Committee

George Hadjisophoces
President of the Scientific Committee
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Hot Disk AB develops and provides scientific instruments for measuring and testing thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and specific heat capacity. Solids and liquids, including powders, pastes, foams and laminates can readily be analysed. With any of the flexible and robust Hot Disk systems, testing thermal properties is accurate, fast and non-destructive. All Hot Disk instruments utilize the Transient Plane Source (TPS) technique, described in ISO 22007-2, and they all test small samples from the single millimetre scale and up.

The instruments are tailored to application specifications, temperature ranges etc. Currently up to nine measurement modules are available, including: Isotropic Standard, One-Dimensional, Anisotropic, Slab, Thin Film, Specific Heat Capacity, Structural Probe, Low-Density/Highly-Insulating and Automation modules.

In combination with the unique Hot Disk sensors, the TPS instruments constitute the most robust and flexible systems for analysing thermal properties currently available on the market.
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Hot Disk AB develops and provides scientific instruments for measuring and testing thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and specific heat capacity. Solids and liquids, including powders, pastes, foams and laminates can readily be analysed. With any of the flexible and robust Hot Disk systems, testing thermal properties is accurate, fast and non-destructive. All Hot Disk instruments utilize the Transient Plane Source (TPS) technique, described in ISO 22007-2, and they all test small samples from the single millimetre scale and up.

The instruments are tailored to application specifications, temperature ranges etc. Currently up to nine measurement modules are available, including: Isotropic Standard, One-Dimensional, Anisotropic, Slab, Thin Film, Specific Heat Capacity, Structural Probe, Low-Density/Highly-Insulating and Automation modules.

In combination with the unique Hot Disk sensors, the TPS instruments constitute the most robust and flexible systems for analysing thermal properties currently available on the market.
The elevation of the external temperature of a concrete structure, for example as in a fire situation, results in a resistance reduction of the material and makes it subject to chipping. This shows the importance of a structural evaluation after a fire, and based on this problem a hypothesis is formed for obtaining a module of elasticity by non-destructive methods. An evaluation of the dynamic module of the concrete was obtained using the non-destructive method of ultrasonography (Figure 1) and compared to the module of static elasticity obtained by normal compression.

Figure 1, Ultrasonography test.

PREPARATION

To simulate a fire, 24 cylindrical test samples of 15cm X 30cm were used. These were separated in groups of 4 test samples, one group was tested under no heat and the others were tested in an oven under distinct temperatures: 150 degrees C, 300C, 500C, 700C and 900C. After heating the samples passed for the tests of ultrasonography and compression for obtaining the elastic modulus.

CONCLUSIONS

The correlation between the modules of dynamic elasticity and static obtained for the various groups, presented correlation coefficient of 0.99. The results showed that the temperature above 500C reduced more than 90% of concrete’s resistance. It also concludes that through the elasticity module obtained by ultrasonography it is possible to estimate the temperature reached during the fire.
On the other hand, corn cob has also been proposed as an alternative aggregate for the manufacturing of lightweight concrete for non-structural applications. In these cases, there is an additional advantage because these organic products are treated as agricultural waste.

In this research work, lightweight concrete unit based on granulate of corn cob (LWCUGC) is proposed as an alternative building material. Granulate of corn cob works as a substitute of the current applied aggregates such as expanded clay. The adopted geometrical and size typologies, composition and manufacturing technology are similar to the ones currently applied in lightweight concrete unit based on expanded clay (LWCUEC). Therefore, this type of unit is used as reference in this study. Taking into account that partition walls are a potential building scenario in terms of the application of the LWCUGC the respective fire behaviour is fundamental to know. The main goal of this research work consists on giving a contribution in this context by performing an experimental and a numerical analysis of the proposed building material under specific fire conditions. Thus, samples of LWCUGC and LWCUEC were tested under fire conditions related to the standard fire curve indicated in ISO 834. The obtained experimental results allow understanding the behaviour of the units under severe fire conditions and also comparing the two types of solutions. In addition, these results are also used to validate the proposed numerical model of the fire behaviour of the units. Figure 1 shows the experimental test set-up and the numerical results at the end of the fire exposure.

Figure 1: Experimental test: thermocouples, oven fire resistance and numerical results.

2. CONCLUSIONS

According to [1], both LWCUGC and LWCUEC have shown adequate fire behaviour because the fire failure criterion was verified in both cases. In fact, the outer face of the wall (which was not exposed to fire) showed adequate performance and fire resistance. The integrity at 180°C limit temperature was verified under a fire exposure during 4330s and 5004s.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research was concerned with determination of concrete damage caused by the action of fire using selected diagnostic methods. High temperature results in gradual dehydration of cement paste and its cracking, which contributes to deterioration of mechanical properties [1, 2]. The extent of damage as well as the thickness of the damaged layer is assessed using in situ and laboratory methods [3, 4, 5]. This paper presents an evaluation of the suitability of the rebound hammer and ultrasonic pulse velocity method used to ascertain the condition of concrete subjected to the temperature characteristic of fire. The research aimed at determining the changes of some selected properties (density, compressive strength, splitting tensile